
A place for autonomous 
business made in Switzerland

#SwissAutonomousValley brings leading and 
visionary experts together to create a one of a kind 
ecosystem to accelerate the development of 
autonomous systems.

Network Event, May 20, 2020
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byAgenda

• Vision #SwissAutonomousValley
• Current status

• Members
• Physical locations
• Virtual locations

• Preliminary research results
• Break-out Session

• Short introduction of participants
• Changes in autonomy due to corona virus
• Challenges in developing autonomous business cases (technological, business, and regulatory)

• Summary of breakout sessions
• Next Events & Closing
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byA space for accelerated, autonomous business

#SwissAutonomousValley will be the leading digitalization initiative for 
autonomous systems worldwide. 
We accelerate the development and approval process of autonomous 
systems by replicating real cities in mirror worlds. We make testing 
locations available and organize incentive competitions to push the 
envelope in autonomous systems development.
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Roland Siegwart
Director Autonomous Systems Lab, ETH Zürich
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Switzerland is world leading in autonomous 
systems and robotics. Thanks to the Swiss 
Autonomous Valley we can further enhance 
this leadership, support start-ups and 
cooperates in the field, and attract partners 
from abroad. This exciting initiative will surely 
give a big boost to the field and generate high 
international visibility!



byA simple logic, big impact
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byMembers
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byMember Benefits

+ Central access to closed facilities for training of autonomous systems throughout 
Switzerland

+ Access to virtual training platform
+ One voice towards political decision-makers
+ Best-practice exchange in a dedicated community
+ Solution oriented active network

Reach out to tobias@swissautonomous.ch for more information
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http://autonomous.ch


byTeam
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Tobias Pforr

Managing Director

#SwissAutonomousValley

+ 41 79 364 16 01

tobias@swissautonomous.ch
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Andrea Marrazzo

Head Autonomous Delivery

Post

Andrea.Marrazzo@post.ch

Manfred Bacher

Senior Business Developer

Swisscom

Manfred.Bacher@swisscom.com



byCentral Access to Autonomous Test Areas

1.    Zug

- Urban environment

- Ground and air systems (in- and 
outdoor)

- In Collaboration with Tech Cluster Zug

2.   Dübendorf (in planning)

- Ground and air systems with a drone 
cage (in planning)

- Drone cage (10 x 20 x 50m)

- In collaboration with Innovation Park 
Zürich

3.   Wangen an der Aare (in planning)

- Test environment for civil protection 
(in- and outdoor)

- In collaboration with Armasuisse
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4.   Lodrino (in planning)

- Airfield for the test of air system

- In collaboration with Fondazione Agire

5.   Berner Oberland (in planning)

- Rural environment

- Ground and air systems

- In Collaboration with the local 
community
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byPhysical Location

• VZUG
• Swisscom and Tech Cluster Zug checking 5G deployment in area, approval from council 

pending
• Regulatory possibilities to fly drones out of line of side to be checked

• Dübendorf
• Setup of semi-permanent drone cage (10m x 20m x 50m) with building-like constructions inside. 

Connecting the indoor hangar with an outdoor fly zone
• Currently design phase by Nüssli Ltd.
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byVirtual Test Ground

• Cooperation with NVIDIA to bring city scale digital twins into simulation frameworks
• NVIDIA’s open Isaac robotics software platform allows for:

• Designing New Systems
• Training Deep Neural Networks
• Developing AI Robotic Applications
• Train and Test Through Simulation
• Deploy Final Systems

• Virtualization of VZUG-Areal
• Current status: NVIDIA engineering checking possibilities to import city scale virtual twin 

into simulation framework
• https://www.nvidia.com/content/dam/en-zz/Solutions/intelligent-machines/embedded-

systems/nvidia-robotics-bmw/131187-BMW-SortBot-STR-r04.mp4
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byResearch | Our Goals

• Goal of research: Gain an overview of current landscape in 
Switzerland and beyond. Identify key people, needs & 
possibilities and establish connection for joint development 
in the frame of #SAV

• Identify key challenges in regard to regulation, business, 
and technology

• Overall frame (60+ companies, variety of industries and 
focus areas)
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byResearch | Status

• Over 60 company contacts for autonomous cases
in drone and robotics

• 20 contacts in research
• A dozen contacts in association and legal

• 7 interviews conducted in the last 3 weeks
• Duration 30-60min
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byResearch | Preliminary Key Findings
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Regulations are time and 
money consuming

If the product is still in 
development all the 
companies surveyed have 
challenges when it comes to 
regulation.

Business potential often 
related to regulation

Test sites are urgently 
needed

There are hardly any suitable 
test sites for testing 
autonomous systems.

Requirements for the test site 
depending on use case
• Extensive zones with a city-like 

character
• Sufficient possibility for height

Technical development for
autonomy is ambitious

Many developments require
extra attention to security
aspects.

Components still have
potential for optimisation in
different scenarios



byResearch | More Findings

• Public Acceptance
• Public acceptance of autonomy is relatively low
• To conduct autonomous operations it needs the acceptance of drones, 

robots and autonomy (e.g. Noise of drones)

• Switzerland must retain its advantages as a location
• Small market, but good conditions for R&D (Start-up)
• Connection and cooperation with the universities (ETH Zurich, EPFL Lausanne, etc.)
• Regulations should be minimal, or exceptions should be easy to obtain (close collabor

ation with the state)
• Favourable tax conditions and work permits
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Lukas:

Community

Building more

difficult (physical

events)

2. Autonomous in Times of Corona – 7 Minutes

How does Corona impact your autonomous projects? What are the main

challenges?

PLEASE MARK ALL OF YOUR STICKY NOTES WITH YOUR NAME

    Input     Priorization

3. Main Challenges in Developing Autonomous Businesses – 15 Minutes

What are your main challenges when it comes to developing autonomous

businesses cases in terms of a) technology, b) business, and c) regulation.

PLEASE MARK ALL OF YOUR STICKY NOTES WITH YOUR NAME

    Technological Challenges

    Business Challenges

    Regulatory Challenges

    Technological Challenges

    Business Challenges

    Regulatory Challenges

1. Introduction of Participants – 5 Minutes

Let us know who you are and what your interest & connection is to

#SwissAutonomousValley

PLEASE MARK ALL OF YOUR STICKY NOTES WITH YOUR NAME

Andrea

Marrazzo

Swiss Post

Andrea

Andrea Marrazzo

Hospital were

impacted hard

which led to

stopping

operations

Markus

Farner

FOCA

Andrea

Schlapbach

Dedaleon

Philipp

Spaeti

IBM

Andrea

Schlapbach

Remote demos (no

physical customer

presence)

Markus Farner,

ressources are

becomming scarce.

In face of the

upcoming

economical crisis

Andrea Marrazzo

(positive) Change in

Mindset about

autonomous

vehicles (AGV)

Andrea

Schlapbach

Dedaleon

Lukas: New

concepts in last

mile logistics

get even more

relevant

I think it is not mainly a

technological

challenge. How to

transform the

technology to an

application is the

challenge

Andrea Marrazzo

Future concepts

are hard to explain

and break down to

business cases

Autonomy =

BIG

challenge

Big hurdles as

it takes long

until approval

is reveived

Marc-Elian

Bégin

SixSq

Philipp

Mäder

Schweizer

Illustrierte



Tobi: Shifting focus

of companies.

Focus on operation

rahter than

innovation ansd

strategy

2. Autonomous in Times of Corona – 7 Minutes

How does Corona impact your autonomous projects? What are the main

challenges?

PLEASE MARK ALL OF YOUR STICKY NOTES WITH YOUR NAME

    Input     Priorization

3. Main Challenges in Developing Autonomous Businesses – 15 Minutes

What are your main challenges when it comes to developing autonomous

businesses cases in terms of a) technology, b) business, and c) regulation.

PLEASE MARK ALL OF YOUR STICKY NOTES WITH YOUR NAME

    Technological Challenges

    Business Challenges

    Regulatory Challenges

    Technological Challenges

    Business Challenges

    Regulatory Challenges

1. Introduction of Participants – 5 Minutes

Let us know who you are and what your interest & connection is to

#SwissAutonomousValley

PLEASE MARK ALL OF YOUR STICKY NOTES WITH YOUR NAME

Fruzsina Homolka -

less possibility for

collaboration with

others. The

channels are a little

bit closed.

Samet Kütük:

Co-Founder of an

autonomy

engineering

company. StartS a

new thing in Zürich

on land autonomy.

Pascal Strupler:

Hexagon, PM for

Digital Reality

platform

Pascal: WfH

vs. HW

development

Samet Kütük: Didn't really

effect us in terms of the

ongoing projects because the

projects resumed during the

coronavirus time. Although,

we've been hearing a lot about

autonomous delivery projects

from our current customers

and potential customers.

M. Waibel:

Loss of

revenue

(Pascal: HxDR ->

Cloud-based

software

development,

WfH works well)

Tobi: more time

for research and

getting a clearer

picture on the

autonomous

space

Tobi: harder access

to locations and no

possibility to

conduct physical

meetings and

workshops

Pascal:

Access to

shared HW

resources

Pascal: Furlough

and reduction of

overtime render it

hard to plan

team-based work

Mark Höpflinger:

Shift of events to

2021. Delays in

projects, cancelled

travels

M. Waibel: Travel

restrictions

hamper

development of

partnerships.

M. Waibel: More

challenging

fundraising

environment for

startups

Rene: delay in all

projects, many

people are hard to

get. No events, no

possibility to show

the potential of the

location.

Mark Höpflinger:

Rethinking on

usefullness of

research projects

resp. thinking

about shifting

focus.

Pascal:

Testing

spaces

Davide: no access to

testing area

(restricted access)

and no possibility for

physical tests –>

moving to more

simulation based

tests.

Davide Scaramuzza:

Drone testing

infrastructure: indoor

and outdoors,

including position

tracking

Davide: slow supply

chain and delayed

access to drone

parts. Instead of

delivery time of 3

days, 3 weeks.

Christoph:

social

acceptance

Samet Kütük:

Safety in land

autonomy (SOTIF,

ISO26262) is not

very well

understood

Davide

Scaramuzza:

Authorizations

for autonomous

flight Beyond

Line of Sight

Samet Kütük: Mass

deployment and

commercialization

of the technology

is uncertain

Davide

Scaramuzza:

Noise is big

concern for

acceptance

Samet Kütük: Sensor

stacks on the

autonomous vehicle

prototypes are not

harmonized which

causes ambiguity in

the space

Samet Kütük:

Investment in the space

may decrease due to

COVID and also the

faith crisis the

autonomous driving

space is experiencing

Markus Waibel:

Development of

physical autonomous

systems has a very high

cost of development,

requires substantial

investment.

Pascal: Unclear

EASA

categorization of

environment A1,

A2, A3

M. Waibel:

Proving safety

of an

autonomous

system can be

challenging.

Markus Waibel:

Interaction of

autonomous

systems with human

supervisors /

operators can be

challenging.

Pascal:

Cybersecurity

Marcus

Weibel,

Co-founder

Verity Studios

Fruzsina,

passionate for

autonomous

systems and

hacker

Davide, Prof for

autonomous

systems at

university of

Zurich

Mark

Höpflinger,

Robotics @

Armasuisse

Christoph,

Chemolio

Managemen

t & SAV

René, Lead

Innovationspar

k Dübendorf



Christian:

+ higher demand for

autonomous delivery,

disinfection robots

- reduced research activity

involving gathering of

people (e.g. drone racing

competitions)

2. Autonomous in Times of Corona – 7 Minutes

How does Corona impact your autonomous projects? What are the main

challenges?

PLEASE MARK ALL OF YOUR STICKY NOTES WITH YOUR NAME

    Input     Priorization

3. Main Challenges in Developing Autonomous Businesses – 15 Minutes

What are your main challenges when it comes to developing autonomous

businesses cases in terms of a) technology, b) business, and c) regulation.

PLEASE MARK ALL OF YOUR STICKY NOTES WITH YOUR NAME

    Technological Challenges

    Business Challenges

    Regulatory Challenges

    Technological Challenges

    Business Challenges

    Regulatory Challenges

1. Introduction of Participants - 5 Minutes

Let us know who you are and what your interest & connection is to

#SwissAutonomousValley

PLEASE MARK ALL OF YOUR STICKY NOTES WITH YOUR NAME

Manfred Bacher

Business Developer

@Swisscom

Creating Services for

Drones (E.g.Autonomy

and Connectivity)

Christian Pfeiffer,

Postdoc, University of Zurich,

Robotics & Perception Group,

Research on vision-based

autonomous drones;

Interested in using testing sites

(simulator, drone cage, flying

field)

Stephanie Tauber

Gomez, Program

Manager,

digitalswitzerland,

Interested in: biggest

barriers, use cases

with highest demand

Björn Jensen

HSLU

+ mobile systems

+ digital services

Head of BSc Digital

Engineering

Rene Plug -

Admeira  -

Marketing &

Advertising

 Just observing...

Marc

Stampfli

NVIDIA

Nathan Kaiser

 Tech & Law

Geographically challenged:

from Switzerland, 20 years

in China, now in the US

Lawyer by training, now

several hats, academic one

at Harvard

Marc Stampfli

@NVIDIA

Converging virtual and

reality using AI

technologies in data

center and edge

Kai Holtmann

armasuisse S+T

Swiss Center for Drones and

Robotics of DDPS (SCDR

DDPS)

Chances/Risk concerning

robotics/drones mainly  in a

security environment

Roland Siegwart,

Prof.

Autonomous

Systems, ETH

Nathan Kaiser

because impact is

physical, I aim at

mental and

digital/virtual:

Keep course virtually:

it's about the people

Björn

HSLU

+ long term: Corona sparks new

project ideas. remote work with a

real impact.

+ short term: need to move from

physical tests to simulation

+ short term: looming recession

and funding impact

Stephanie: - innovation

investment, -uncertainty

to plan, opportunity for

systemic innovation?

resilience vs efficiency

Kai (SCDR)

- not really affected

-  impact mainly on

(field) testing

capabilities/regulations

of research partners

(e.g. ETH)

Easy access to

public airspace

needed for large

scale experiments,

especially for VTOL

and fixed-wing

airplanes.

Marc

Not affected too much, in

fact more work is done

more in digital /virtual now.

We see even an increase in

demand.

Björn

HSLU

+ predictability

+ proof

Access to

real world

enviroments

Kai (SCDR)

- Technological

requirements on

systems in order to

perform tests (see

also below)

Marc

Availability of

skilled staff

Marc

Availability of data for

training

Legacy systems that

prevent technological

disruptions

Kai (SCDR)

- Cost intensive

(money/time)

- Cat/mouse issue (e.g.

regulations required for

testing to be allowed, but

test sites in order to

regulate

The corona

panhysteria is a

major challenge

to democracy and

business in

general.

Nathan Kaiser

interoperability and

cooperation vs.

competitive fears

and reinventing

wheels

Nathan

- interoperability between

countries

- interoperability and

interface between

regulations and software



byNext Events & Closing

• Startup Days – October 5 & 6 in Berne
• #SAV | Network Meeting – November 10 in Zug
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https://startupdays.ch/
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/swissautonomousvalley-network-meeting-tickets-106737480678


Thank you for your participation!
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